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the changes for MacÂ .The Saskatchewan government is entering

into talks with a handful of communities over a new way of
delivering its services. Creekside and Woolman Flats are two of 12

rural communities eligible to apply for a Canadian Urban Rural
Incubator, or CURIs, program. The program helps communities
take ownership of some of their services. With input from the

grassroots, the two CURI communities are considering whether to
work toward the creation of a police department and a

consolidated road system. Creekside and Woolman Flats have lost
police services to neighbouring communities, leaving them with no
option but to operate on their own. "I don't think we have as much
input into it as we should have," said Steve Morgan, Creekside's
mayor. "The problem is if [the RCMP] don't operate out of here,

then we're responsible for the police — the same thing goes with
the roads." John Rohde, the chief administrative officer of the

Saskatchewan Government Insurance Corporation (SGIC) and the
head of the CURIs program, said the communities are really only
starting the conversation. "It's not a done deal anywhere yet," he

said. "Nothing is signed, sealed and delivered yet." The program —
which began in 2012 — has been offered in 11 rural municipalities
in Saskatchewan. The bulk of those communities are located in the

east central region of the province, and were a part of a larger
overall project. The other two communities are east of Regina and
include the town of Moose Jaw and the village of Woolman Flats.

The other CURI applications will be announced in the fall. "I'm
really hoping by the end of September, we'll have the process

going forward," said Morgan. "We've got a couple of months left
and, hopefully, I can get something [pushed] through." Both

communities can apply for up to $100,
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lazy_initialization problem? I have an entity of Comments contains
a field which is a reference to the author Entity in a OneToMany
join (essentially a movie has comments and the comments has a
user). In my for loop I set some values in the Author object and

save them only when the loop is done. I have this error message
for my author object : com.mysql.jdbc.MysqlDataTruncation: Data
truncation: Data too long for column 'id' at row 1 (I replaced the
long id for a short id to avoid potential overflows)... I think this

problem is because Hibernate doesn't load the author object and
load it only when the loop is done and that the mysql id field is

64bytes. I know lazy_initialization prevents loading all the objects
that are used in the for loop. Is lazy_initialization the solution for

this or I am having other problem? Note: I don't use
fetch=FetchType.LAZY to set the relation between the 2 objects A:
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You can add lazy = false for your relation between Comment and
Author, or you can change it to FetchType.EAGER. Q: Taken to a

new location, what to do?
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